So Much for the Goldfish Report....

By Anna Von Reitz

Good intentions have to count for something, even if it would be far better and more effective if those intentions were backed up with actual truth and with right action. So I have refrained from saying anything much about "The Goldfish Report", but finding myself illogically attacked and misrepresented once again, I have decided to take exception.

Not just because "The Goldfish Report" is definitely wrong about me and what I am saying, too. I have to speak up because as long as people believe in lies they are incapable of defending themselves. And that is how and why --- above and beyond all else --- they wind up in jail.

We already know that the "US District Courts" are not operating under any Constitutional power whatsoever.

We know in fact that the UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURTS are ecclesiastical courts --- Star Chambers, Inquisitions --- run under the auspices of the Roman Municipal Government and its franchises.

We have "judges" here in Alaska who are now openly admitting that they are mere "Jurists" --- hired under contract to give opinions about law without having any public office or power at all.

We also know in fact that the United States District Courts are run as private corporate tribunals under the auspices of the British Crown Corp and that these have no power to address anyone or anything but British Crown Corp officers, employees, dependents, and franchisees.

The fact that actual justice will not return until our actual government is restored should also be self-evident.

The question should no longer be: "Why are we being screwed over by these courts?" but rather should be: (1) Why are we allowing these foreign courts to operate on our soil and address our people? and (2) Why are we individually subjecting ourselves to these private religious and/or corporate tribunals instead of claiming our actual birthright standing? and (3) Why are we failing to form our own Jural Assemblies and providing ourselves with our own American Common Law Courts?

Where the @%#@% is John Wayne when you need him?

It's largely because everyone involved has their favorite brand of reality that they, like The Goldfish Report, insist on clinging to, even when their theories have long been disproven and even when they fly in the face of the actual facts, the actual experience of patriots, and the historical records, too.

The Goldfish Report would keep us all running in circles looking for answers to questions that have been answered for twenty years, instead of facing facts and dealing with reality.

They don't like to hear that their hero, Winston Shrout, was most likely still operating as a VESSEL owned and operated either by the Holy See or by the British Crown Corp and therefore owed federal
taxes. And if so, [because we really don't know the whole story yet] that would be the reason that the DEFENDANT was impounded. Uh-duh.

The answer to the court problem is right in front of us and the success of our effort in the right direction is already assured. I have been harping on it for years. Declare your political status as an American, stop claiming to be a "U.S. Citizen" [which means you have voluntarily adopted the political status of a Puerto Rican], and then organize your Jural Assemblies. Provide your own courts. That is what "self-governance" means.

You haven't been providing your own Courts and enforcing your own Public Law. That's what's missing. That's why we have lawlessness in our courts. That's why people like Winston get railroaded and defamed. Don't believe it?

Read the Supreme Court case Mack and Prinz v. USA, Inc., in which Sheriff Richard Mack imposed upon the court for a finding that yes, Sheriffs hired as Law Enforcement Officers, could if they so choose, actually honor the Constitutional guarantees and enforce the Public Law.

Now, ask yourselves, why on God's Green Earth should it be necessary for a Sheriff to go all the way to the Supreme Court to be told that he can, if he wants to, enforce the Public Law in this country?

It's because there are almost no Public Courts left. It's because the Sheriffs are working as "law enforcement officers" and not as "peacekeeping officers" ---- they are hired by "Counties" operated as corporate franchises of federal "government services corporations", not land jurisdiction Counties owned and operated by the People of our States.

It's because stupid people have been leading stupid people.

It's because these foreign "governmental services organizations" make Big Bucks by entrapping and feeding off of you.

It's because the British Monarchs and Popes have been in Breach of Trust for 150 years and nobody has called them on it.

Except for me and the rest of the Party Hearties.

You can go arrest these vermin who are parading around using commercial "law" as a means to entrap and falsely accuse people. You can kick the Inquisition off shore. You can kick the British Crown Corp Tribunals to Kingdom Come, too.

But the only way to get there from here is by: (1) straightening out the deliberately falsified public records concerning your own political status and (2) booting up your own local County and State Jural Assemblies and (3) operating your unincorporated County and State Governments.

Once you do that, all the treaties and Public Laws come back into view and have enforcement. Until then, the only "law and order" is whatever the priests and pirates want to do.

Now, I am giving it to you all straight up, neat, no ice, no dilution. It's not a pleasant drink. But it is the truth before my Maker. And "The Goldfish Report" and all the other Gossip Sheets are stuck with it, once again, staring them in the face.
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